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Introduction
You may have already heard a lot about the importance of "networking" or "coalition building" in connection with your Emergency Medical Services for Children (EMSC) project. Or you may have already begun to reach out to individuals and organizations that can assist with planning, implementing and evaluating EMSC initiatives. But what is coalition building? And how can you be sure it's worth the time and effort you put into it? What are the outcomes or results you might expect? Who are the right people to approach? And how many friends does an EMSC project need? These are important questions to think about as you plan strategically for your project's growth, impact, and longevity.
Relationships do serve as the foundation of an effective campaign for children no matter what the objectives may be. If you are successful in engaging enough of the right people in the right way, your project will make a substantial and long-lasting difference. The ultimate outcomes or "legacy" of this effort are that more children will receive a higher quality of health care and that all of us, as taxpayers, will receive the highest dividends possible on our collective investment in EMSC.
What Is Coalition Building?
Coalition building is the ongoing process of cultivating and maintaining relationships with a diverse network of individuals and organizations who share a common set of principles and values. These individuals and organizations, united by a common mission or cause, agree to collaborate, to work with one another, "to achieve results they are more likely to achieve together than alone." (Winer and Ray, pg. 24)
Your coalition is a network of support that is broader than your Advisory Board or Committee: it encompasses both the formal and informal relationships of support and involvement. It includes the many "friends" of your project who contribute, in some way, to its success no matter how small the contribution may be.
Outcomes of Successful Coalition Building
Coalition building involves an investment of time, energy, and money. It requires strategic planning and sensitivity to the interests and capabilities of others. It challenges you to build trust and respect among the parties involved and to discover ways to collaborate that are mutually beneficial.
What return can you expect from all of this effort? How do you measure success in implementing an outreach strategy? What are the outcomes to look for? Here are some suggestions:
Advocacy
Identify coalition members who can advocate on behalf of your project, educating public policy-makers or administrators about the need to make improvements in the system of care for children and about the need for your project in particular. These individuals and organizations can provide the leverage your coalition needs when discussions turn to topics such as the future of EMS and of EMSC. This can be done without violating restrictions against lobbying.
Contacts
See if coalition members will share their contacts with you. Perhaps they will introduce you to other health care and community leaders who can deliver the resources and support you need to bring about systemic change. Although some members may not be able to donate a substantial amount of time to EMSC, they may be able to share their valuable connections with you. For example, a state association may give your project a copy of its membership list or a set of mailing labels. A physician may introduce you to a hospital administrator or to an influential politician.
Resources like these, already developed by others, will save you time, money and energy and will help to build enthusiasm and support for your project. It is away to validate the work that others have done and to recognize them as a resource.


A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE COALITION BUILDING







NEDARC Workshop “Disseminating Findings from Your Performance Measure Data”


Dissemination Plan



Dissemination Plan 

Introduction


Sharing the results of your state performance measure data collection or other state data are important to move EMSC forward in your state and garner support for future performance measure data collection efforts.  Dissemination of your results can take the form of a report with detailed tables and information that may be discernable for an epidemiologist or public health practitioner, but not so easily used by non-traditional audiences who could become advocates for the EMSC program.  Remember “One size fits all” does not usually work to disseminate performance measure data to non-traditional partners and broader audiences. 


As a result, the information from the performance measure data will need to be disseminated in many forms to a variety of targeted audiences to build support and garner political will to address the gaps found from your data collection and analysis process. Often, data may not be released because of lack of resources, both to produce and disseminate summaries, or concerns over potential misinterpretation of data. A well thought out data dissemination plan can address these concerns and go a long way to improve the visibility of EMSC in your state.  

This document provides an overview of elements to consider in developing a dissemination plan for your state’s performance measure data.   A dissemination plan includes the activities that you and the EMSC Advisory Committee members want to conduct and the tools (printed materials) to support those activities.  Developing a dissemination plan requires the same knowledge and strategy you use for collecting statewide data, or planning an educational or prevention program.  Your dissemination plan should include the following: 


· What you plan to disseminate – the message 

· To whom – the audience 


· Why – the purpose 


· How – the method

· Where – the location  


· When – the timing 

Let’s get started!

What is the purpose for the dissemination?  


What do you want to clarify, achieve or change? Consider short- and long-term goals. Do you want to…

· Gain public and key opinion leader/ policy maker support for the performance measure data collection process?


· Raise awareness of the Performance Measures?


· Advance a specific policy based on your Performance Measure data?


· Promote a specific message?

· Improve processes or recommend a solution?

· Mobilize community groups and professional organizations on a specific issue such as the need for pediatric inter-facility transfer agreements?


· Develop local-level recommendations, activities, and partnerships?

· Become a source of information for the media?


· Advocate for change?


· Other reasons?

Over what time period will the dissemination plan be implemented? 


Developing your targeted messages can take time.  A dissemination project can take from six months to two years to lay the groundwork, dig up the resources, and get it done. A staff member who has a significant amount of time allocated to the dissemination plan will help shorten your timeline.  


Who is the target audience?  


Think beyond colleagues and traditional partners. Consider who has an interest in the data and findings or who may be influenced by the data. For example, the hospital association, an EMT association, local EMS agencies, medical professionals, foundations, private business, insurance companies, legislators, and advocates. Think broadly about who the findings might impact and what groups represent them. Don’t forget to include the providers of the data.  Use the opportunity to show how improvements in data quality can enhance the care of children and what the target audience can do to help. 


What is the issue? 


Pick a specific result or data for each target audience. Remember that it may be necessary to pick different messages and dissemination strategies for different target audiences (e.g. the hospital association vs. local EMS agencies).


What is the key message? 


Your message should be clear, simple, and non-technical. What do the results mean? Why are they important? How are they relevant to the audience? What action should be taken as a result? Is there a solution/recommendation you want to make? 


Consider what the audience would want to know, not what you think they should know. 


What do you know about the attitudes, perceptions and preferences of a target audience? What do they already know about the performance measures? It may be necessary to conduct stakeholder interviews or a focus group with different members of the target population to understand what information will be useful to them as you are developing your dissemination plan.  

What angle should be played up to the target audience? 


What areas of the performance measure results will grab your audience’s attention? For example, a potential partner and funder such as the Kiwanis Club will want to know how the lack of pediatric equipment in ambulances has affected children and their families.  EMS agency directors may be interested in knowing what type of pediatric equipment is missing on their ambulances. 


Where might there be opposition?  


Anticipate the arguments and be prepared to present counter-arguments, especially for controversial topics (i.e., on-line medical direction). Set up meetings with the opposition to discuss the findings, identify controversy before the data are released and seek common ground for marketing the results. 


Through what channels will the message be transmitted? 


Channels may include your EMSC Advisory Committee members and their associated organizations, organizational newsletters, press releases, websites, presentations at a conference, meetings with legislators, online discussion lists, formal reports, or one-on-one meetings with stake holders or high profile leaders. Tailor your communication strategy based on the target audience and the characteristics of the groups with whom you want to share the data. Consider strategies to reach EMS agencies, local hospitals, educational institutions, parents, and other members of the public. How do they get their information? What captures their attention (e.g., legislators like personal stories, testimonials, and emotional appeal, parents relate best to protecting children)? Identify other related statewide or local initiatives and conduct the dissemination in partnership with these initiatives. Other initiatives may have planned events that can benefit from your data.  


What type of visuals and graphics or images are best to get the message across to the target audience and for the chosen dissemination strategy?  


For transmitting visual information, take into account your audience and how they like to receive information. Develop the best medium for that audience.  For example, you may want to use a fact sheet, website, technical report, newsletter, or a press release.  Consider ways to present your data that will be pleasing to the audience but still convey what you need to say.  For example, you may want to choose pediatric ambulance equipment or ambulances to make bar graphs or charts to emphasize the topic.  

For transmitting mental image to your audience, consider using social math (also known as creative epidemiology) which translates complicated data into terms that can easily be understood and are interesting. Research shows that associating numbers with something people know and recognize can help describe the scope and size of the data being presented.  For example, you could tell your target audience that “7,000 children are transported by ambulances to the emergency department every year.”  To associate it with something that your target audience may be familiar with (e.g. your audience is familiar with New York City) you may want to say “every year the number of children who are transported by ambulance to an emergency department would fill Yankee Stadium twice over.”  Again it will depend on your audience and your message what you use to transmit your message. 

Who should be the public voice or your messenger? 


The person who delivers your message is an important part of the dissemination plan.  The messenger is a person who helps establish why you have a message that your audience should care about.  Is there an influential spokesperson for your target audience that can put forth your message? Research suggests that that your message is reinforced or undermined by the choice of the messenger.  Knowledge and trustworthiness of the messenger are critical to the acceptance of your message, not the likeability or familiarity of the messenger.  Think of individuals who are credible sources of information to deliver your message to the target audience.

To what extent should the limitations of the data be described?


Point out potential misinterpretations and openly state how the data should and should not be used. Try not to be too technical unless you are disseminating your information to a scientific audience. 

What additional people need to be involved? 


Besides your EMSC Advisory Board committee members, you may want to invite representatives from target audience to participate in coalitions and planning committees, so that their opinions and perspectives can be heard.  

Who will be responsible for implementing the plan?  


It is important for at least one person to take ownership of the dissemination plan.  Consider the EMSC Program Manager as the responsible person.  It may take several months or more than a year. Include meetings to assess the progress of the implementation.


How will the implementation of the dissemination plan be evaluated?  


All parties involved will want to know if the information you collected and analyzed on performance measures has made a difference. How will you assess whether the data are reaching the target audience (called process evaluation)?  What do you want the target audience to do after they receive the data and how will you know if the desired action has been taken (called impact evaluation)?  Focus groups and stakeholder interviews may be helpful in your evaluation efforts.


What do you need to create thumbnail sketches for a factsheet or other printed material?


When it comes to design and layout, thumbnails are small, rough sketches created with pencil and paper. Thumbnails outline where the basic objects of your project will be placed on a page – such as text blocks, headings, graphs, charts, or shapes. You can also use color in your thumbnails to facilitate decisions on color choices. It always helps to flip thru a good design/layout book to get ideas for an appealing layout that fits your needs; take that idea and sketch out a rough thumbnail. Thumbnail sketches are a good way to work through an idea, or to try out different compositions. It is nice to have three or four rough sketches and then ask others which ideas they like.


My thumbnail sketches are done how do I start laying out and designing my project on the computer?


Now is the time to open up the software package you will be using to layout your project (such as Microsoft Publisher). Using the thumbnail sketch you liked best, start to design your project. Place your content onto the workspace as objects – like text boxes or pictures. Begin with “proximity” and place the items that go together proximal to each other. Use “alignment” to strengthen your design and give it a strong cohesive feel – avoid throwing things on the page and arbitrarily placing objects. Use “repetition” to make your project visually interesting, organized, and professional; choose three fonts you will use and where they will be repeated. What fonts for headings? What font for blocks of text? Etc. Is there a small design element you want to repeat – such as dark colored bullets? Finally, pull everything together and use some “contrast.” Make your design stand out – add some visual interest to catch the eye of your reader. Should I use color? Think of colors that go well together and how to best use those colors. What will you emphasize? Is there a strong visual image that will attract the reader? Be bold.

What resources are needed to carry out the dissemination plan? 


Are there responsibilities that can be assigned to the EMSC Advisory Committee members or to others? What are the costs – travel, layout, printing, translation, evaluation, other? Be prepared to do more than just provide the data. Plan to offer technical assistance to local groups to help them use the data to develop local agendas.  


What are potential sources for funds, including in-kind support?


Check with your agency for in-kind support such as printing.  What can the EMSC Advisory Committee members contribute in terms of technical expertise, review of materials? Is there a non-profit group that supports children and families? 

Dissemination Plan 

Dissemination Plan Worksheet 


Note: This worksheet is intended to help you plan strategies to get the word out about the EMSC Program.  You do not have to think about your dissemination strategy in the order listed below.  For example, from the analysis of your state’s performance measure data you may find that there is a deficit that you want to address —that could be your main message and so you may want to start by working on #2 in this worksheet.  Once you have solidified your message, then you would want to consider your target audience.  Conversely, you may want to approach a new business in town and so you would start with that business as your target audience.  In this case you would fill out the first question on this worksheet and then go to your data and decide what message is important to that audience.  

1. Who: Who is your target audience? Include some of their characteristics and interests. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What: What is your primary message for this audience? What angle should be played up? __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Goal: What is your purpose in communicating your message to this audience? What do you want to achieve and what are the future benefits from your dissemination? __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


4. How: What methods will be best for communicating your message to this audience? Is there a way to translate the data associated with your main message to your target audience into terms that can be easily understood? Consider using Social Math.


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


5. Visuals.  What type of charts and graphics are best to get the message across to the target audience? __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


6. Messenger:  Who should be the messenger? Think of someone who is a credible source of information for your target audience. (e.g., influential leader or spokesperson or a key stakeholder) __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


7. Where: Where will the message be best communicated?  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. When: When will your message be best communicated? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


9. How ready is your audience to hear this message:  What is the listening mode of your target audience? Are they ready to hear your message?  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. Possible opposition.  Where might there be opposition? (Who will disagree? What counter-arguments can you include?) ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


11. How will you know: How will you assess whether the data are reaching the target audience? How will you assess impact? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


12. Lead Person/Timeline: Who will be the lead person for the dissemination plan? How long will it take to develop and disseminate? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


If you choose a fact sheet or other printed material then consider the following:

13.  Organizing content:  What content will you include? Think about the text, images and charts to use?  What is your focal point?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Other Organizing content comments/ideas:


14. Thumbnail Sketches:  Where will the main portions of your content be on the page? Did you look at some design books for ideas? Think of text blocks, headings, graphs, charts, or shapes – even color. Use a pencil and sketch some ideas below. 


You can use these templates as your sketch board for ideas. Decide if you layout will be portrait (8.5 x 11) or landscape (11 x 8.5).


Is your layout going to be portrait? Use these…








Is your layout going to be landscape? Use these…










15.  Layout and Design:  Fire up your software program (such as MS Publisher) and set up your page size and margins. Place your content onto the workspace as objects – like text boxes, shapes, or pictures. Most importantly - use the four basic design principles in this order - proximity, alignment, repetition, and contrast.  


Then, consider the following for any medium that you choose for your dissemination plan.

16.  Funding:    How much will it cost?  What financial, time, and other resources will be needed? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

17.  Funding Sources:    What are potential sources for funds, including in-kind support? __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


18.  Disseminate !!!    

Other Notes / Items to Remember:
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Our Medical Front Line

A demographic summary of Utopia’s Emergency Medical Service Agencies

Emergency Medical Services for Children—State of Utopia
911 Perfect System Street
Happiest Place, UTP 911-11
As you can see from the chart to the right, the majority of  EMS agencies in the State of Utopia are staffed with paid EMS providers. However, one quarter of our agencies are staffed by volunteers—these volunteer agencies are located in small towns where the population is less than 500.
Staff Classification:
      of our Emergency Medical Services Agencies’ highest level of certification is Advanced.
3/4th’s
Advanced Life Support (ALS) providers administer higher life and limb saving assessment and interventions including the administration of medications, advanced airway procedures, and cardiac rhythm analysis as well as interpretation and electrical interventions.  ALS personnel includes the EMT-Paramedic and Advanced Cardiac Rescue.  
Highest Certification:
Data collected via surveys to all 171 agencies by the Utopia EMS-C Grant Program.















 


MICROSOFT EXCEL TUTORIALS 
 
http://office.microsoft.com/training/training.aspx?AssetID=RC012005461033 
This is an excellent BASIC Excel Tutorial that you can take online. It should take 30-40 minutes. 
In this tutorial you will lean to create a new workbook, enter text & numbers, edit text & numbers, insert and 
delete columns and rows. 
 
http://www.sabine.k12.la.us/training/Excel%202000.htm 
This is a tutorial that has animated demonstration of Excel, but does not have audio. In the place of audio, there 
are boxes with descriptions as the tutorial proceeds. 
 
http://www.quasar.ualberta.ca/edit202/tutorial/spreadsheet/ExcelBasics/ExcelBasics.htm 
This website does not have audio or animated demonstrations of how to use the tools. 
However, one advantage is that you may download and save a copy of the finished Excel spreadsheet file used 
in this example. 
 
http://www.chem.utoronto.ca/coursenotes/analsci/StatsTutorial/ExcelBasics.html 
This website does not have audio or animated demonstrations of how to use the tools. 
 
http://www.saskschools.ca/~ehs/HeiseIntra/excel.html 
A basic Excel 97 tutorial, part of the Virtual Computer Lab at Esterhazy High School. his website does not 
have audio or animated demonstrations of how to use the tools. 
 
http://www.usd.edu/trio/tut/excel/ 
This is a tutorial that would be good if you don’t have audio on your computer, have a really old operating 
system &/or computer. However, it you like having audio instruction with animated demonstration, I would not 
encourage the use of this tutorial. A benefit of it is that each section is indexed and if you wanted the 
instructions printed out, it would be useful for that. 
 
http://www.internet4classrooms.com/on-line_excel.htm 
This website was developed for teaching teachers how to use Excel. It is very detailed. However, it does not 
have audio or animated demonstrations of how to use the tools. 
 
http://www.fgcu.edu/support/office2000/excel/ 
This Excel tutorial was developed by Florida Gulf Coast University. It is very detailed. However, it does not 
have audio or animated demonstrations of how to use the tools. 
 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/training/CR061831141033.aspx 
This is one of 3 pages that list various Excel tutorials you can take to learn anything from the basics up through 
formulas, charts, importing data, filters, pivot tables and other great tools in Excel. All of these are tools and 
skills you will be taught during the workshop. Each tutorial is listed with a rating and amount of time needed to 
take it. 
 
http://www.auditexcel.co.za/training.html 
Free video training and tutorials for Microsoft Excel including the basics, specific functions, time-saving tools, 
and industry-specific Excel tutorials. 
 
If you are interested, you can download a free 60-day trial of Microsoft® Office Excel 2007 at this link: 
http://us20.trymicrosoftoffice.com/product.aspx?re_ms=oo&family=officepro&culture=en-US 
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Suggested Microsoft® Publisher® Tutorials: 
 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/publisher/FX100649121033.aspx 
This link is the official Microsoft® Office Publisher link to how to use Publisher 2003. 
 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/training/CR061832741033.aspx 
This link has 8 Publisher 2003 courses you can take to learn how to get started in 
Publisher to using Viso drawing in presentations, documents, and publications. 
 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/training/CR102322011033.aspx 
This link is the official Microsoft® Office Publisher link to how to use Publisher 2007. 
 
http://www.officetutorials.com/publishertutorials.htm 
This link has introductory tutorials for Publisher 2000, Publisher XP/2002, and 
Publisher 2003. The three tutorials consist of downloadable Word documents with steps 
and screen shots. At this link you can also download the individual Publisher documents 
created by each of the three tutorials. There is no video. 
 
http://www.bcschools.net/staff/PublisherHelp.htm 
This link has an introductory tutorial for Publisher 2000. It is a step by step tutorial with 
screen shots. There is no video. 
 
http://www.chalksoft.com/school/mspub/index.html 
This tutorial is very basic, teaching you the difference between Word and Publisher. 
 
http://www.learningelectric.com/publisher.htm 
This link has several video courses for using Publisher. It takes you from Getting Started 
to Printing. 
 
http://ftphelp.secureserver.net/Publisher/pub1.htm 
This link takes you to a screen by screen tutorial for Publisher 2003. It contains screen 
shots with a description for each screen shot. 
 
http://www.softwaretrainingtutorials.com/ms-publisher-2007.php 
This link has 11 introductory demo tutorials for Publisher 2007. Each demo tutorial is a 
video clip. Full tutorials are available for purchase. 
 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/publisher/FX100649111033.aspx 
This link takes you to the official Microsoft website so you can ask Publisher-related 
questions. 
 
If you are interested, you can download a free 60-day trial of Microsoft® Office 
Publisher 2007 at this link: 
http://us20.trymicrosoftoffice.com/product.aspx?re_ms=oo&family=publisher&culture=en-US 



























	The EMSC National Resource Center (NRC) will host the last of the three-part series of web-based seminars for the family advisory network (FAN) on the EMSC performance measures (PM) on May 5, 2009, from 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm (EST).  The series of webinars were designed specifically for new state EMSC family representatives to provide education and share ideas on how they too can help their state to achieve the EMSC performance measures. 
	The focus of this webinar will be on PM 67 (pediatric continuing education requirements) and PM 68 (institutionalization and permanence of EMSC). Before the webinar, family representatives are asked to speak with their state program manager to learn what their state has done towards achieving these measures and what can be done to help with their implementation.  Please note, that this is a new date. 
	Please test your browser before you attend the webinar.  Visit https://meetingplacedmz.cnmc.org/test/ to check your web browser for compatibility with the web conference.
	To attend the web conference and listen to the audio concurrently, follow the steps listed below: 
1. Go to https://meetingplacedmz.cnmc.org/a/613edccdf3d961f1349262dfcee3f6c2
2. Sign in as a Guest by typing in the field “Your Name and State”,
3. Click on Attend Meeting - accept any security warnings you receive and wait for the Meeting Room to initialize,
4. Click on CONNECT – standby as the slides will appear on your monitor screen,
5. Call MeetingPlace by dialing 1-877-355-6338 to hear the audio portion of the webinar,
6. Enter meeting ID 6818
Information Provided for Upcoming FAN Webinar on PM 67 and 68
Preventable Injuries Burden State Budgets
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) National Center for Injury Prevention and Control (NCIPC) is supporting the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) to track and analyze state-level legislation, educate state policymakers on injury and violence issues, and convene groups of state-based experts and decision-makers to determine how best to inform policymakers about injury policy issues in states. 

Issue 510  of  QuickNews
April 9th, 2009
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Utopia Emergency Medical Services for Children: Taking Action, Saving Lives

The federal Emergency Medical Services for Children (EMSC) program supports projects in the states to expand and improve emergency medical services for children who need treatment for life threatening illnesses or injuries.  The program has funded pediatric emergency care improvement initiatives in every state, the District of Columbia, and five U.S. territories.  

The Utopia Emergency Medical Services Division (UEMSD) has been actively involved in the federal Emergency Medical Services for Children (EMSC) Partnership Program and institutionalizing EMSC into the EMS Program since 1995.  The Utopia Department of Public Health took strides to ensure that the special needs of children were included in protocols and education components when licensing Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT’s) in the 1990’s and early 2000’s.
This year alone, 14 million children under the age of 15 will be injured seriously enough to require medical attention.  
2009 Pediatric accidental death rate per 100,000 for Utopia residents in the age categories specified:
 
under 1 year = 45.5
1-4 years      = 19.4
5-9 year        =   7.9
10-14 years  = 11.0  
Accomplishments:  

Utopia’s EMSC Grant accomplishments include 
Creation and adoption of pediatric specific EMS protocol
Development of a Patient Care Report  with pediatric specific data collection points for research and quality improvement.
Institutionalization of EMSC into State EMS by the formation of an EMSC Advisory Committee.
Completion of a Utopia EMSC Needs Assessment to measure the degree of injury risk at any day care center in Utopia.
Introduced Pediatric Education for Pre-hospital Personnel (PEPP) courses into the EMT/EMT-P certification program.
Utopia EMSC Program, iCareStreet UTP,  (919) 111-9111, www.utopiaemsc.org
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AGENDA 


Disseminating Findings from Your  
Performance Measure Data 
Minneapolis, MN 
October 14th – 16th, 2009 
 


Learning Objectives:  
1. Create a written dissemination plan.  
2. Learn basic design principles. 
3. Become familiar with Microsoft Publisher. 
4. Leave the workshop with a draft fact sheet/publication. 


 
 


Day 1 
8:00 – 8:30  Equipment & Software Check 
 
8:30 – 9:00  Welcome, House Keeping, & Expectations —Lenora Olson 
 
9:00 – 10:00 Introductory Activity —Lenora Olson & Patty Schmuhl 
 
10:00 – 10:30 Creating a Dissemination Plan —Lenora Olson (p. 8-35) 
 Dissemination Worksheet (p. 25-35) 
 
10:30 – 10:45 Break 
 
10:45 – 12:00 Creating a Dissemination Plan (Cont.) —Lenora Olson  
 
12:00 – 1:30  Lunch on Your Own 
 
1:30 – 3:30 Review, Participant Project Time, and Report Back on 


Dissemination Plan (Break Included) —Lenora Olson  
 
3:30 – 4:45 Introduction to Microsoft Publisher: Tools You May Need —


Andrea Genovesi (p. 36-50) 
 
4:45 – 5:00  End of Day One Wrap-Up —Angie Webster  
 


NEDARC, 295 Chipeta Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84158 







 


 


 
Day 2 
8:30 – 9:30  Introduction to Basic Design —Patty Schmuhl (p. 52-69) 
 
9:30 – 10:15 Basic Principles of Design and Microsoft Publisher: Proximity —


Angie Webster (p. 70-77) 
 
10:15 – 10:30 Break 
 
10:30 – 11:30 Basic Principles of Design and Microsoft Publisher: Alignment — 


Craig Hemingway (p. 78-88) 
 
11:30 – 12:15 Basic Principles of Design and Microsoft Publisher: Repetition — 


Andrea Genovesi (p. 89-97) 
 
12:15 – 1:45 Lunch on Your Own 
 
1:45 – 2:45 Basic Principles of Design and Microsoft Publisher: Contrast — 


Patty Schmuhl (p. 98-108) 
 
2:45 - 3:30 Review Fact Sheets (Break Included) —Lenora Olson & Patty 


Schmuhl 
 
3:30 – 5:00  Organizing Content —Patty Schmuhl (p. 109-115) 
 
 
  


Day 3 
8:30 – 10:00 Communicating Numbers Effectively —Angie Webster  


(p. 118-125) 
 
10:00 – 11:30 Participant Project Time (Break Included) 
 
11:30 – 12:30 Group Activity, Wrap Up and Evaluation —Lenora Olson 
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Disseminating Findings from your Performance Measure Data 
Minneapolis, Minnesota; October 14‐15, 2009 
Faculty List & Biographies 
 
 
Andrea Genovesi, MA  
NEDARC Education Coordinator 
andrea.genovesi@hsc.utah.edu 
Telephone:  801 581-7280 
Andrea Genovesi, MA, is the NEDARC Education Coordinator at the Intermountain Injury Control 
Research Center (IICRC), Dept of Pediatrics, University of Utah where she has served in this position 
since 2006.  In this position, she is the technical assistance liaison to 11 states. Her technical assistance 
primarily consists of helping states with data collection and analysis for the EMSC performance measures 
and other EMS/EMSC issues. As the Education Coordinator she leads the workshop topics, development 
of educational workshop materials, and coordinates all workshop logistics. Previous to this position, Ms 
Genovesi worked as a research analyst and project coordinator for the National Violent Death Reporting 
System (NVDRS) and National Violent Injury Statistics System (NVISS) projects at the IICRC. She has 
more than 10 years of experience in cultural, medical, and violence-related research, analysis, and data 
management. 
 
Craig Hemingway, EMT‐I 
NEDARC EMS Specialist  
craig.hemmingway@hsc.utah.edu  
Telephone: 801 587-7554 
Craig Hemingway, EMT-I, is the NEDARC EMS Specialist at the Intermountain Injury Control Research 
Center (IIRC), Dept. of Pediatrics at the University of Utah with the NEDARC team since November of 
2007. In this position, he is the liaison to 16 states and territories offering assistance in analysis and data 
collection for the EMSC performance measures as well as other issues. As the EMS Specialist, he assists 
the NEDARC team with clinical EMS issues. He also assists other pediatric researchers (Pediatric 
Emergency Care Applied Research Network (PECARN)) with his EMS knowledge. Prior to joining the 
NEDARC family Mr. Hemingway was an Operations Supervisor for a Private/ 911 ambulance company 
in Salt Lake City for 12 years. 
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Department of Pediatrics, Div of Critical Care 
295 Chipeta Way 
PO Box 581289 
Salt Lake City, UT 84158-1289 
Fax: 801 581-8686 
 
Lenora Olson, PhD  
NEDARC Co-Investigator 
lenora.olson@hsc.utah.edu 
Telephone: 801 585-9160 
Dr. Olson is an Associate Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Utah School of Medicine (research 
track) and has been a NEDARC co investigator since 1999.   Dr. Olson is a member of the EMSC 
Stakeholder Group and participates in NEDARC workshops, performs state site visits, and routinely 
participates in regional and national EMSC program meetings.  She has extensive experience in EMSC 
and injury control research and practice.  Olson has co-authored over 70 peer-reviewed articles and 
presented at over 100 national and international meetings related to the epidemiology and prevention of 
injuries among children, adult, and minority populations as well as the role of emergency medical 
services in health care. She has substantial experience with quantitative and qualitative research design, 
proposal writing, and program evaluation.   
 
Patricia Schmuhl, BA 
NEDARC Communications Specialist 
patricia.schmuhl@hsc.utah.edu 
Telephone:  801 213-3216 
Patricia Schmuhl, BA, is the NEDARC Communications Specialist at the Intermountain Injury Control 
Research Center (IICRC), Dept of Pediatrics, University of Utah.  Ms. Schmuhl has been with NEDARC 
since October 2005 and is the contact for EMSC programs in 11 states.  She has more than 10 years 
experience in media communication including print, interactive media (e.g., CD-ROM and DVD), and 
website development. She has also been a public speaker for several years and is often asked to speak at 
various functions. Ms. Schmuhl specializes in helping all EMSC programs who have needs in developing 
fact sheets, consolidating large amounts of data into concise points, exploring alternatives in the visual 
display of data, and understanding general data communication concepts. She participates in all 
NEDARC workshops, performs state site visits on a regular basis, and routinely participates in regional 
and national EMSC program meetings. She is involved in the maintenance and development of the 
NEDARC, NEMSIS, and PECARN websites. Her current research areas include survey response rates 
among EMS providers based on different dissemination methods. 
 
Angie Webster, MStat 
Statistician 
angie.webster@hsc.utah.edu 
Telephone: 801 213-3209 
Angie Webster, MStat, is a statistician at the Intermountain Injury Control Research Center (IICRC) in 
the Department of Pediatrics, University of Utah.  She joined the NEDARC team in 2008.  
Responsibilities with NEDARC include: assistance with data analysis for the EMSC performance 
measures, participates in workshop developments, and other statistical support as needed.  Other 
concurrent projects consist of statistical analyses of studies from the Pediatric Emergency Care Applied 
Research Network (PECARN).  Specifically, Ms. Webster is working on a current PECARN study 
evaluating a new method to detect bacterial infections in young febrile infants.  Ms. Webster has nearly 
three years of clinical research experience from working as a Biostatistician in the pharmaceutical 
industry.  
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Tracie Albelar tcalbelar@dhr.state.ga.us (404) 679-0535 EMSC Program Manager, GA
Joyce Anderson joyce.andersen@dhs.wisconsin.gov (608) 266-0472 EMSC Program Manager, WI
Wanda Arbelo warbelo@rcm.upr.edu (787) 777-3535 EMSC Program Manager, PR
Dave Boer dave.boer@usd.edu (605) 328-6667 EMSC Program Manager, SD
Addie Grigsby-Roshell addie.grigsby@arkansas.gov (501) 280-4911 EMSC Program Manager, AR
Victor Grimes grimesve@dhec.sc.gov (404) 679-0535 EMSC Program Manager, SC
Scott Hogan scott.hogan@doh.wa.gov (253) 395-6799 EMSC Program Manager, WA
Sarah House shouse@kdhe.state.ks.us (785) 296-4491 EMSC Program Manager, KS
Jocelyn Hulbert jhulbert@cnmc.org (202) 476-6880 Outreach Coordinator, NRC
Kathryn Janies kjanies@lumc.edu (708) 327-2870 QI Specialist, IL
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Philip Leach (916) 322-4336 EMS Data Manager, CA
Dwayne Lopes dwayne.lopes@doh.hawaii.gov (808) 733-9248 EMSC Program Manager, HI
Kristi Moline kristi.moline@childrensmn.org (612) 813-6861 EMSC Program Manager, MN
Tom Manglona tmanglona@hotmail.com (670) 664-9137 EMSC Program Manager, MP
Amy Marsh amy.marsh@usd.edu (605) 328-6668 Program Coordinator, SD
Theresa Morrison-Quinata tmquinat@snmc.org (202) 476-6818 Outreach Team Leader, NRC
Stacy Morton morton@ouhsc.edu (405) 271-3307 EMSC Program Manager, OK
Kristi Rush kristi.s.rush@vanderbilt.edu (615) 936-5274 Coordinator TN ER Med.
Lisa Ward liward@smtpgate.dphe.state.co.us (303) 692-2989 EMSC Program Manager, CO
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Familiarity with 
the Content


 Data Collection
 Data Analysis
 Research
 Gathering the


Content


Goal


 The Message/What
 Audience/Who
 Goal/Why
 How/Method
 Where/When
 Other Components


Organize the 
Content


 Which specific 
paragraphs or text?


 What content? -
Text, Images, Charts


 Focal Point?
 Word Doc Outline


T h e  D i s s e m i n a t i o n  P r o c e s s


Thumbnail 
Sketches of 


Layout


 Colors
 Shapes
 Placement
 Brainstorming of 


Ideas


Layout and
Design


(Publisher)


 Setup Margins
 Import Text 
 Create Objects
 Use the 4 Basic 


Design Principles


Disseminate!


 Printing
 Presentation
 Delivery


Creating a 
Dissemination PlanDissemination Plan
Lenora Olson
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Overview


• Develop a written dissemination plan for 
your EMSC related data
– Didactic sessions 


Scenarios and small group work – Scenarios and small group work 
– Individual work time


What do you think of 
when you hear the 
wordword….


DATA?


Da.ta n


• Factual information (as measurements or 
statistics) usually collected as the result 
of experience, observation or 
experiments and used as a basis for experiments and used as a basis for 
reasoning, discussion or calculation.


• May be viewed as a lowest level of 
abstraction from which information and 
knowledge are derived. 
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What do you think of 
when you hear the 


o dword….


DISSEMINATION?


Dis·semi·nation n.


• The opening of a subject to widespread 
discussion and debate


Th  di  f hi  (  b li f  • The spreading of something (a belief or 
practice) into new regions


• Related words: publishing; broadcasting; 
distribution; circulation; diffusion 


What is a Dissemination Plan?
Activities and printed materials that 
you and your EMSC Advisory 
Committee conduct to “get the word Committee conduct to get the word 
out” regarding the findings from your 
analysis of Performance Measure data
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Dissemination Plan


• Think through carefully


• Directed at a variety of target audiences
One size does not fit all!– One size does not fit all!


• Worksheet supplied in your notebook and 
on the CD


Finished with Data Analysis and EHB 
Entry?  Then……


Disseminate Your Results to 
benefit your EMSC Program


– Celebrate Successes
– Garner political will to 


address  the problems found 
by your data analysis


Poll
Do you agree or 
disagree with the disagree with the 
following  statement?
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Poll
It was easy for me to obtain data from the 
EMS agencies and hospitals in my state for 
the Performance Measures.


□ Agree  


□ Disagree 


P.M. Data 
Collection 


2007


Results kept 


Data 
Analysis


p
in a Black 


Box Met With Resistance


P.M. Data 
Collection 
2008-2011


Conferences


Fact Sheets


Pilot Studies


Data 
Analysis


Dissemination 
Plan 


Conducted


Less Resistance


Focus Groups


Stake Holder
Interviews
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Take the Opportunity to 
Disseminate Your Data and 
Build Relationships
No More Black Boxes!!


So… Let’s Get 
StartedStarted


Familiarity with 
the Content


 Data Collection
 Data Analysis
 Research
 Gathering the


Content


Goal


 The Message
 Audience
 Goals/Purpose
 How/Method
 Where/When
 Other Components


Organize the 
Content


 Which specific 
paragraphs or text?


 What content? -
Text, Images, Charts


 Focal Point?
 Word Doc Outline


T h e  D i s s e m i n a t i o n  P r o c e s s


Thumbnail 
Sketches of 


Layout


 Colors
 Shapes
 Placement
 Brainstorming of 


Ideas


Layout and
Design


(Publisher)


 Setup Margins
 Import Text 
 Create Objects
 Use the 4 Basic 


Design Principles


Disseminate!


 Printing
 Presentation
 Delivery
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Content and Data-already done!!


• EMSC coordinators
• Get data back to the EMS Providers
• Emergency care preparedness for pediatric 


patientspatients
• Hospital categorization
• Pediatric equipment
• State legislators/policymakers
• Inter-facility guidelines and agreements
• What is the EMSC program?


Overall Components
• Who – the target audience 
• What – the message or primary angle
• Goal– the purpose (long and short term)


H th  th d d f i g• How – the method and framing
• Where – the location  
• When – the timing 
• Evaluation-assessing impact
• Funding-what will it cost
• Other components


In the Beginning….
•Who
•What 
•Goal
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Who -Your Target Audience
• Who has an interest in your findings?


• Think broadly about who the findings may 
impact and what groups represent them


•One size does not fit all


Audience-One Size Does Not Fit ALL


• Important consideration
• What does your target audience know 


about performance measure data?about performance measure data?
• Each audience is different-what are their 


attitudes, perceptions or preferences?  
• What does the audience care about not


what do you care about?


Audience Text/Detail Data


Researchers Provide a good overview
including some methods


Sufficient data to 
present a clear 
argument


Practitioners, 
colleagues in your 
field


Some details of interest to the 
field. Use an executive 
summary or a fact sheet


1-4 data points 
with emphasis on 
practice, QI, 
efficiencyefficiency


Administrators, 
policy makers


Conclusions and suggested
actions. Consider using an 
executive summary rather 
than a fact sheet


1-3 data points 
with emphasis on 
quality, outcomes 
and funding


Parents Provide a few facts with clear 
action or take home message 
in the fact sheet


1-2 data points 
that are translated 
into everyday
language
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Audience Text/Detail Data
(how many data 
points)


Hospital Administrator 


Business person


Rural EMS providers


EMSC Advisory Council


What-Your Primary Message


• Choose a specific result or data for each 
intended audience


• Your key message needs to be simple, 
clear  and usually non technicalclear, and usually non-technical


• What do the results mean?
• What action or solution is recommended?
• Easy on limitations
• Simple, self-explanatory figures


Goal- the Purpose
• What do you want to clarify, achieve, or 


change?  
– Raise awareness of the need for pediatric 


equipment?
Ad   ifi  li  di   li  – Advance a specific policy regarding on line 
medical direction?


– Mobilize community groups/ professional 
organizations on a specific issue such as the 
need for inter-facility transfer agreements?


– Policy maker support?
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Group Work 
Read your scenario and discuss items 1, 
2, and 3(Who, What, and Goal) on the 
dissemination plan worksheet.  Write 
down some key points to share with 
everyone.


Next…. 
•How
•Visuals


How –What Methods are Best?
• Your data helps to substantiate claims about 


the magnitude of your issue


• Think of your audience-how best to reach 
them? What captures their attention?


• Challenge-make the numbers meaningful, 
interesting and understanding  to the audience 


• Visual and mental imagery
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Visual Imagery


Graphs and Charts
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Mental Imagery


Use Data Strategically
Visual and Mental Imagery 
Work Together


Mental Imagery


• Never provide numbers and graphs without 
telling what they mean


• One way is Social Math which associates 
numbers with comparisons of similar things that p g
people know and recognize


• Helps to describe the scope and size of the data 
being presented


• Use with care-pay close attention to the 
accuracy of your data
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Group Work
Using your scenario, discuss items 4 and 
5 (How and Visuals) on the 
dissemination plan worksheet.  Write 
down some key points to share with 
everyone.


Next…


•Messenger
•Where 
•When 
•Audience readiness


The Messenger
• The person who delivers the message


• Establishes why there is a problem and why 
people should care


• Think of credible people


• Establish that the problem is public not an 
individual or particular family problem


• Different messengers for different messages
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Where and When and Readiness
• How your material is distributed will strongly 


influence how your audience perceives it


• Readiness-listening mode of target audience


• Where will the message best be communicated?


• When will your message be communicated?


Channels 
Who are the interested groups and 
associated organizations and 
mechanisms that can be used to 
disseminate your message?


Channels
 Advisory Committee
 EMS professional organizations 
 Hospital Association
 Emergency Department Physicians 
 Emergency Department Nurses  
 Public Health Personnel/Colleagues
 Businesses
 Public/Parents
 Others???
 Organizational newsletters
 Websites
 Conferences
 One on one meetings
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Group Work
Using your scenario, discuss the items 6, 
7, 8, and 9 (Messenger, Where, When, 
and Readiness) on the dissemination plan 
worksheet.  Write down some key points 
to share with everyone.


Other Considerations


• Opposition to the message(s)
• Resources-assignments
• Lead person/timeline
• Evaluation-


– reach the target audience? 
– What action requested?
– Was it conducted? 


• Update your materials to stay current


Group Work
Using your scenario, discuss items 10, 11, 
12, and 16 (Opposition, How will you know, 
resources, funding) on the dissemination 
plan worksheet.  Write down some key 
points to share with everyone.
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Summary


Answer any of the following questions
• What did you learn?
• What was new?
• What did you find interesting?
• What raised concerns or questions?


“You may never know what 
results come of your action, 
but if you do nothing there 
will be no result ”  will be no result.   


—Mahatma Gandhi 


Use Your Performance Measure Results


You have done the hard work
Disseminate your findings


Make a difference in your state/territoryy y
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Dissemination Plan  


 
Introduction 
Sharing the results of your state performance measure data collection or other state data are 
important to move EMSC forward in your state and garner support for future performance 
measure data collection efforts.  Dissemination of your results can take the form of a report with 
detailed tables and information that may be discernable for an epidemiologist or public health 
practitioner, but not so easily used by non-traditional audiences who could become advocates for 
the EMSC program.  Remember “One size fits all” does not usually work to disseminate 
performance measure data to non-traditional partners and broader audiences.  
 
As a result, the information from the performance measure data will need to be disseminated in 
many forms to a variety of targeted audiences to build support and garner political will to address 
the gaps found from your data collection and analysis process. Often, data may not be released 
because of lack of resources, both to produce and disseminate summaries, or concerns over 
potential misinterpretation of data. A well thought out data dissemination plan can address these 
concerns and go a long way to improve the visibility of EMSC in your state.   
 
This document provides an overview of elements to consider in developing a dissemination plan 
for your state’s performance measure data.   A dissemination plan includes the activities that you 
and the EMSC Advisory Committee members want to conduct and the tools (printed materials) 
to support those activities.  Developing a dissemination plan requires the same knowledge and 
strategy you use for collecting statewide data, or planning an educational or prevention program.  
Your dissemination plan should include the following:  


 What you plan to disseminate – the message  
 To whom – the audience  
 Why – the purpose  
 How – the method 
 Where – the location   
 When – the timing  


Let’s get started! 
What is the purpose for the dissemination?   
 
What do you want to clarify, achieve or change? Consider short- and long-term goals. Do you 
want to… 
 Gain public and key opinion leader/ policy maker support for the performance measure 


data collection process? 


 Raise awareness of the Performance Measures? 


 Advance a specific policy based on your Performance Measure data? 


 Promote a specific message? 
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 Improve processes or recommend a solution? 


 Mobilize community groups and professional organizations on a specific issue such as 
the need for pediatric inter-facility transfer agreements? 


 Develop local-level recommendations, activities, and partnerships? 


 Become a source of information for the media? 


 Advocate for change? 


 Other reasons? 


 


Over what time period will the dissemination plan be implemented?  
Developing your targeted messages can take time.  A dissemination project can take from six 
months to two years to lay the groundwork, dig up the resources, and get it done. A staff member 
who has a significant amount of time allocated to the dissemination plan will help shorten your 
timeline.   
 
Who is the intended audience?   
Think beyond colleagues and traditional partners. Consider who has an interest in the data and 
findings or who may be influenced by the data. For example, the hospital association, an EMT 
association, local EMS agencies, medical professionals, foundations, private business, insurance 
companies, legislators, and advocates. Think broadly about who the findings might impact and 
what groups represent them. Don’t forget to include the providers of the data.  Use the 
opportunity to show how improvements in data quality can enhance the care of children and 
what the intended audience can do to help.  
 
What is the issue?  
Pick a specific result or data for each intended audience. Remember that it may be necessary to 
pick different messages and dissemination strategies for different intended audiences (e.g. the 
hospital association vs. local EMS agencies). 
 
What is the key message?  
Your message should be clear, simple, and non-technical. What do the results mean? Why are 
they important? How are they relevant to the audience? What action should be taken as a result? 
Is there a solution/recommendation you want to make?  
 
Consider what the audience would want to know, not what you think they should 
know.  
What do you know about the attitudes, perceptions and preferences of an intended audience? 
What do they already know about the performance measures? It may be necessary to conduct 
stakeholder interviews or a focus group with different members of the intended population to 
understand what information will be useful to them as you are developing your dissemination 
plan.   
 
What angle should be played up to the intended audience?  
What areas of the performance measure results will grab your audience’s attention? For example, 
a potential partner and funder such as the Kiwanis Club will want to know how the lack of 
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pediatric equipment in ambulances has affected children and their families.  EMS agency 
directors may be interested in knowing what type of pediatric equipment is missing on their 
ambulances.  
 
Where might there be opposition?   
Anticipate the arguments and be prepared to present counter-arguments, especially for 
controversial topics (i.e., on-line medical direction). Set up meetings with the opposition to 
discuss the findings, identify controversy before the data are released and seek common ground 
for marketing the results.  
 
Through what channels will the message be transmitted?  
Channels may include your EMSC Advisory Committee members and their associated 
organizations, organizational newsletters, press releases, websites, presentations at a conference, 
meetings with legislators, online discussion lists, formal reports, or one-on-one meetings with 
stake holders or high profile leaders. Tailor your communication strategy based on the 
intended audience and the characteristics of the groups with whom you want to share the 
data. Consider strategies to reach EMS agencies, local hospitals, educational institutions, 
parents, and other members of the public. How do they get their information? What captures 
their attention (e.g., legislators like personal stories, testimonials, and emotional appeal, parents 
relate best to protecting children)? Identify other related statewide or local initiatives and 
conduct the dissemination in partnership with these initiatives. Other initiatives may have 
planned events that can benefit from your data.   
 
What type of visuals and graphics or images are best to get the message across 
to the intended audience and for the chosen dissemination strategy?   
For transmitting visual information, take into account your audience and how they like to receive 
information. Develop the best medium for that audience.  For example, you may want to use a 
fact sheet, website, technical report, newsletter, or a press release.  Consider ways to present your 
data that will be pleasing to the audience but still convey what you need to say.  For example, 
you may want to choose pediatric ambulance equipment or ambulances to make bar graphs or 
charts to emphasize the topic.   
 
For transmitting mental image to your audience, consider using social math (also known as 
creative epidemiology) which translates complicated data into terms that can easily be 
understood and are interesting. Research shows that associating numbers with something people 
know and recognize can help describe the scope and size of the data being presented.  For 
example, you could tell your intended audience that “7,000 children are transported by 
ambulances to the emergency department every year.”  To associate it with something that your 
intended audience may be familiar with (e.g. your audience is familiar with New York City) you 
may want to say “every year the number of children who are transported by ambulance to an 
emergency department would fill Yankee Stadium twice over.”  Again it will depend on your 
audience and your message what you use to transmit your message.  
 
 
Who should be the public voice or your messenger?  
The person who delivers your message is an important part of the dissemination plan.  The 
messenger is a person who helps establish why you have a message that your audience should 
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care about.  Is there an influential spokesperson for your intended audience that can put forth 
your message? Research suggests that that your message is reinforced or undermined by the 
choice of the messenger.  Knowledge and trustworthiness of the messenger are critical to the 
acceptance of your message, not the likeability or familiarity of the messenger.  Think of 
individuals who are credible sources of information to deliver your message to the intended 
audience. 
 
To what extent should the limitations of the data be described? 
Point out potential misinterpretations and openly state how the data should and should not be 
used. Try not to be too technical unless you are disseminating your information to a scientific 
audience.  
 
What additional people need to be involved?  
Besides your EMSC Advisory Board committee members, you may want to invite 
representatives from intended audience to participate in coalitions and planning committees, so 
that their opinions and perspectives can be heard.   
 
Who will be responsible for implementing the plan?   
It is important for at least one person to take ownership of the dissemination plan.  Consider the 
EMSC Program Manager as the responsible person.  It may take several months or more than a 
year. Include meetings to assess the progress of the implementation. 
 
How will the implementation of the dissemination plan be evaluated?   
All parties involved will want to know if the information you collected and analyzed on 
performance measures has made a difference. How will you assess whether the data are reaching 
the intended audience (called process evaluation)?  What do you want the intended audience to 
do after they receive the data and how will you know if the desired action has been taken (called 
impact evaluation)?  Focus groups and stakeholder interviews may be helpful in your evaluation 
efforts. 
 
What do you need to create thumbnail sketches for a factsheet or other printed 
material? 
When it comes to design and layout, thumbnails are small, rough sketches created with pencil 
and paper. Thumbnails outline where the basic objects of your project will be placed on a page – 
such as text blocks, headings, graphs, charts, or shapes. You can also use color in your 
thumbnails to facilitate decisions on color choices. It always helps to flip thru a good 
design/layout book to get ideas for an appealing layout that fits your needs; take that idea and 
sketch out a rough thumbnail. Thumbnail sketches are a good way to work through an idea, or to 
try out different compositions. It is nice to have three or four rough sketches and then ask others 
which ideas they like. 
 
My thumbnail sketches are done how do I start laying out and designing my 
project on the computer? 
Now is the time to open up the software package you will be using to layout your project (such 
as Microsoft Publisher). Using the thumbnail sketch you liked best, start to design your project. 
Place your content onto the workspace as objects – like text boxes or pictures. Begin with 
“proximity” and place the items that go together proximal to each other. Use “alignment” to 
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strengthen your design and give it a strong cohesive feel – avoid throwing things on the page and 
arbitrarily placing objects. Use “repetition” to make your project visually interesting, organized, 
and professional; choose three fonts you will use and where they will be repeated. What fonts for 
headings? What font for blocks of text? Etc. Is there a small design element you want to repeat – 
such as dark colored bullets? Finally, pull everything together and use some “contrast.” Make 
your design stand out – add some visual interest to catch the eye of your reader. Should I use 
color? Think of colors that go well together and how to best use those colors. What will you 
emphasize? Is there a strong visual image that will attract the reader? Be bold. 
 
What resources are needed to carry out the dissemination plan?  
Are there responsibilities that can be assigned to the EMSC Advisory Committee members or to 
others? What are the costs – travel, layout, printing, translation, evaluation, other? Be prepared to 
do more than just provide the data. Plan to offer technical assistance to local groups to help them 
use the data to develop local agendas.   
 
What are potential sources for funds, including in-kind support? 
Check with your agency for in-kind support such as printing.  What can the EMSC Advisory 
Committee members contribute in terms of technical expertise, review of materials? Is there a 
non-profit group that supports children and families?  
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Dissemination Plan  


 


Dissemination Plan Worksheet  


Note: This worksheet is intended to help you plan strategies to get the word out about the EMSC 


Program.  You do not have to think about your dissemination strategy in the order listed below.  


For example, from the analysis of your state’s performance measure data you may find that there is 


a deficit that you want to address —that could be your main message and so you may want to start 


by working on #2 in this worksheet.  Once you have solidified your message, then you would want 


to consider your target audience.  Conversely, you may want to approach a new business in town 


and so you would start with that business as your target audience.  In this case you would fill out 


the first question on this worksheet and then go to your data and decide what message is 


important to that audience.   


1. Who: Who is your target audience? Include some of their characteristics and 
interests. 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 


2. What: What is your primary message for this audience? What angle should be 
played up? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


3. Goal: What is your purpose in communicating your message to this audience? 
What do you want to achieve and what are the future benefits from your dissemination? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


4. How: What methods will be best for communicating your message to this 
audience? Is there a way to translate the data associated with your main message to 
your intended audience into terms that can be easily understood? Consider using Social 
Math. 


______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Visuals.  What type of charts and graphics are best to get the message 
across to the intended audience? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


6. Messenger:  Who should be the messenger? Think of someone who is a 
credible source of information for your intended audience. (e.g., influential leader or 
spokesperson or a key stakeholder) 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


7. Where: Where will the message be best communicated?  
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


8. When: When will your message be best communicated? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


9. How ready is your audience to hear this message:  What 
is the listening mode of your intended audience? Are they ready to hear your message?  
_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


10. Possible opposition.  Where might there be opposition? (Who will 
disagree? What counter-arguments can you include?) 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


11. How will you know: How will you assess whether the data are reaching 
the intended audience? How will you assess impact? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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If you choose a fact sheet or other printed material then 
consider the following: 


12.  Organizing content:  What content will you include? Think about the 
text, images and charts to use?  What is your focal point? 


______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


13. Thumbnail Sketches:  Where will the main portions of your content be 
on the page? Did you look at some design books for ideas? Think of text blocks, 
headings, graphs, charts, or shapes – even color. Use a pencil and sketch some ideas 
below.  
 
You can use these templates as your sketch board for ideas. Decide if you layout will be 
portrait (8.5 x 11) or landscape (11 x 8.5). 


Is your layout going to be portrait? Use these… 
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Is your layout going to be landscape? Use these… 
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14.  Layout and Design:  Fire up your software program (such as MS 
Publisher) and set up your page size and margins. Place your content onto the 
workspace as objects – like text boxes, shapes, or pictures. Most importantly - use the 
four basic design principles in this order - proximity, alignment, repetition, and 
contrast.   


Then, consider the following for any medium that you 
choose for your dissemination plan. 


15.  Funding:    How much will it cost?  What financial, time, and other resources 
will be needed? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


16.  Funding Sources:    What are potential sources for funds, including in-
kind support? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 


17.  Disseminate !!!     


 


Other Notes / Items to Remember: 
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Introduction to Microsoft® Publisher®: Tools You May Need  


1. Why use Publisher instead of Word for creating fact sheets, brochures, posters, 
newsletters, etc.? 


While both Word and Publisher can create documents that seem fairly similar at first glance, the 
underlying structure of each is markedly different.  


 Word treats a document as a continuous flow of characters, which have to be 
formatted “in-line”.   


 Publisher is “object-oriented”, meaning that it treats a document as a collection of 
separate and distinct objects which can be moved, edited, or deleted completely 
independent of any other objects in the document. Images can also be placed 
outside of the document page area to be used as a parking space. 


Does anyone know why an object-oriented program would be an advantage for 
making fact sheets, brochures, posters, newsletters, and other dissemination 
materials? 


2. Templates: Publisher has many pre-formatted templates, which allow you to get your 
publication 
completed with 
minimal formatting 
work.  Unfortunately, 
these templates give 
your publication a 
‘canned’ or ‘synthetic’ 
look and feel.  
 
In addition, some of 
the templates will 
violate the rules of 
good design that will 
be taught throughout 
this workshop.  
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ACTIVITY 
With that being said, let’s open Publisher & 
explore one of the Newsletter templates 
available in Publisher. (Top Notches template)  


After you open this template, what do you like 
about the template? 


 
What do you NOT like about the template? 


 
 
 
 
3. Blank Document: To get away from a canned look you would want to start a new document 


from scratch. To start from scratch, you would go to 
“File” on the tool bar in Publisher and select 
“New…”  


 
Note: each menu item which ends in an ellipses (three dots) 
leads on to a further dialogue box from which you can 
select more options. 


After selecting “New…”, you will be able to choose what type of document you want. I’m going 
to choose “Flyers” since it is most like a fact sheet.  


Once you choose “Flyers”, choose  
“Letter (Portrait) 8.5 x 11” under the  
“Blank Sizes” since this is the standard size of  
paper and standard orientation. 


Now you have a blank document to get started 
creating a fact sheet. 


 


 


ACTIVITY  
Let’s now start a new blank document from scratch under the “Flyers” type. You can choose 
whichever page orientation and size you prefer from the blank sizes. 
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4. Page Insertion & Navigation: After you have started a new 
document, you may want to add additional pages and then 
navigate between pages to edit. To see how many pages are 
in your document, look in the bottom left hand area of your 
screen. If you have only one page in your document, the icon 
will look like the example located directly to the right. 


If your document has more than one page, it could look like 
the example located directly to the right. You will know what 
page you are on in the document because it will be yellow-
gold in color  


Note: The example on the right has 4 pages and page 1 of the 
document is currently being viewed as it is yellow-gold in color and pages 2 - 4 are white. 


a. If you only have one page in your document, 
but you know you need 4 pages total, you will 
need to insert pages into the document. To 
insert pages, click on the “Insert” on the 
toolbar at the top of your screen and select 
“Page…” You will then get an Insert Page 
message box. With this message box, you 
can:  


 choose how many pages you want to 
insert 


 where you want to insert the pages 
 and additional options 


Once you have inserted the pages and in the 
location you wanted them, you use your 
cursor to select “OK”. 


b. To navigate to a page, move your cursor to the page icon located in the bottom left 
hand area of your screen. By moving your 
cursor to any of the pages in the icon and 
clicking one, you will automatically navigate 
to that page in your document. 


c.  
 
 


ACTIVITY  
Let’s now insert pages into our blank document to have 4 pages total and save it on our 
desktop as “PublisherTest”.  
 


Warning: always save your work often so that you don’t lose anything. 
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You can also zoom in on your document, so that it appears bigger. (It does not actually change 
size - it just appears bigger on your screen, so that you can more easily position frames and so 
on).  Using the F9 key will have the same magnifying effect or you can hold down the “Ctrl” key on 
your keyboard and move the wheel on your mouse up or down to zoom in and out respectively. 


5. ToolBox: Now that you know how to navigate between pages, you want to start adding text 
and pictures to your document. The Publisher ToolBox allows you to select these different 
tools. The toolbox is located on the far left side of your screen. Below is a list of each icon 
located on the ToolBox: 


Select Objects 
Text Box 
Insert Table 
Insert WordArt 
Picture Frame 
Line 
Arrow 
Oval 
Rectangle 
AutoShapes 
Bookmark 
Design Gallery Object 
Item From Content Library 


You will not use all of these icons during this workshop. The icons from the ToolBox we will 
concentrate on are Text Box, Picture Frame, and AutoShapes.  


Note: the AutoShapes also include the Line, Arrow, Oval, and Rectangle.  


6. Text Box: Since Publisher treats everything as an object instead of a continuous flow of 
characters, you need to use text boxes to insert any text you want in your document. 


a. Inserting a Text Box: to insert a Text Box in your document, you would select the 
Text Box icon located in the ToolBox. You would only need to click on the icon once. 
You would then move your cursor to the document you are working on. Note: If you 
have selected the Text Box, your cursor will change to a “cross hairs” when the cursor is on 
the document. Now you can insert your Text Box in the desired location…. By going to 
the desired location on the page of the document and left clicking you can insert a 
Text Box.  


Once the Text Box has been inserted, you can type in the text you want. You can 
also format the text: font, size, color, bold, italicized, and underlined. When 
you want to type text in a Text Box, you click on the Text Box and it will 
become selected with circles at the corners and center points. Text boxes 
in your document can be all sizes, with different types of fonts, character 
sizes, and colors. See example to the left.  Note: If you already have the text 
in a Word document, you can copy and paste it into the Text Box to save time. 
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Publisher allows you fine control over how your text 
appears. The Font Selection box  
shows you font choices available on your computer 
and what each font will look like.  
 
But that´s not all. From the Format menu, you can 
select any number of different formatting options, 
including borders, colors, indenting, fancy initial 
letters and so on. 


 
Warning: always use spell check for all text boxes! 
 


b. Adjusting a Text Box Size: If a Text Box is selected, you can make a Text Box 
taller, shorter, wider, or narrower by moving your cursor to one of the corners until it 
becomes a double arrow (       ). Holding down the left mouse button you can drag to 
re-adjust the size of the Text Box. 
 


c. Moving a Text Box: If you decide you want to change the layout of your document 
and you need to move a Text Box, you can do that in Publisher since the Text Box is 
an object. To move a Text Box to a new location in your document, make sure the 
Text Box is selected. Then move your cursor to any of the Text Box borders until you 
get a 4-way arrow (     ). While holding down the left button on your mouse, you can 
drag the entire Text Box to the new location. Note: A Text Box is selected when it has 
circles at the corners and midpoints of the box (see example for 6a on previous page) 


 
d. Paste Special into Text Boxes: If you already have text in another location or 


document that you want to paste into your Publisher document, but do not want to 
paste in the formatting, font style, font size, etc., then you would use the “paste 
special” option. The “paste special” option is located under the Edit on the menu 
bar. After you have copied the text you want to paste into your Publisher document, 
place your cursor in the Text Box the text is to be pasted into. Go to Edit on the 
menu bar and select “paste special”. Then select “Unformatted Text” if you want 
the pasted text to look like the rest of the text in your document.  
Note: If you want the copied text to keep its original formatting, simply select “paste”. 


 
If the text you want to paste into a Text Box is longer than the size of the Text Box, 
you will get the following message in Publisher: 


 


You should NEVER select “Yes” because Publisher will randomly put the overflow 
text into some other Text Box anywhere in your document that has the room needed 
for the overflow text. You should always choose “No”. You can then fix the overflow 
text by using the Link tool that is available in Publisher. (see next step: 6e) 
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e. Linking Text Boxes: If your Publisher document has predetermined Text Box sizes 
that cannot change in shape and size as in a newsletter, you might have text that is 
too long for one Text Box and needs to go (overflow) into another Text Box.  
 
To have the extra text go (overflow) into another Text Box, you can cut and paste, but 
an easier tool available in Publisher is to link the text boxes. By choosing the link tool 
as you add more text, it will link over to the other linked Text Box.  
To link text boxes:  


 First select the Text Box you want to link from.  


 Then click on the Link icon located on the menu bar= .  
 


 Then move your cursor over the Text Box you want to link to. Once your 
cursor is over this other Text Box, the cursor will look like a pitcher that is 
slightly tipped with letters flowing out like water. Left-click your mouse inside of 
this other Text Box and your text that is too long in length for the original Text 
Box will link over to this other Text Box.  


Note: As you type or paste in more text in the original Text Box, Publisher will auto adjust 
and link the additional text to the other Text Box(s). 


 
f. Hyphenation: Whether you type in text or paste 


text, Publisher will default to hyphenating the text if it 
needs to go onto multiple lines. (See example to 
right.)  


 
You will likely want to turn off the hyphenation when you are 
creating your document.  
To turn it off: 


 First you will need to select the text—not 
the Text Box.  


 Then go to Tools on the menu bar, click on 
“Language” and select “Hyphenation”.  


 When you click on “Hyphenation” on the menu, you will get a message box. 
(See example to above and to the left.)  


 Uncheck “Automatically hyphenate this story” and select “OK”. It will turn 
off the hyphenation for the selected text.  


Note: You will have to turn off the hyphenation for each text document in your Publisher 
document. 


 


ACTIVITY  
Let’s try creating a couple of text boxes on one page, adjusting their sizes, moving them around in 
relation to each other, and adding text by typing and/or pasting from another document.  
Then link the text boxes.  
As a final step, remove the hyphenation from all of your text boxes. 
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7. Picture Frame: Working with a picture or image in Publisher is much the same as working with 
a Text Box. The Picture Frame icon is the one meant to look like a landscape. 


a. Inserting a Picture or Image: When you want to insert a picture or image in your 
Publisher document, you click on the Picture Frame icon in the ToolBox. (See step 4) 
You will then get a dropdown list to choose from.  


Clip Art: Microsoft has a large library of Clip Art. This clip art 
is free and copyright free so you can use it in any publication. 


Picture from File: Publisher also allows you to insert pictures 
from other locations such as your desktop or a shared drive. 


Empty Picture Frame: you can insert an empty picture frame 
as a holding place if you plan on inserting a picture/image 
later. 


From Scanner or Camera…: You can scan in or upload a picture/image and then insert 
it in your Publisher document. 


Warning: You should not insert a picture or image from a website or a picture that someone other 
than you took unless you have permission from the other party. Using pictures/images without 
permission is copyright infringement and could incur you or your office a substantial fine 
($5,000+/image). 


To insert a picture or image, you would only need to click on the Picture Frame icon 
once in the ToolBox and then chose one of the 4 options listed in the dropdown list. If 
you chose “Clip Art”, you will be able to search for a picture/image.  


If you find a picture/image you want, simply click on it. Publisher will default to putting the 
picture/image in the center of page in the document you are working on. If you do not 
find a picture/image you like, type in a new search word until 
you find a picture/image that fits your needs. 


 


 


If you chose “Picture from File” or 
“Empty Picture Frame”, your cursor will 
change to a cross hairs when the cursor is 
placed over the document. For inserting 
“Picture from File”: when you click on the 
document, you will be able to choose 
whichever picture you want from whatever 
location it is on your computer (e.g., 
desktop, My Pictures, or shared drive). 
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For inserting “Empty Picture Frame”: when you click on the document, it will place a 
picture/image placeholder in whatever location you click. 


b. Adjusting the Picture/Image Size: If a picture/image is selected, you can make it larger 
or smaller by moving your cursor to one of the corners of the picture/image until it 
becomes a double arrow (       ). Holding down the left mouse button you can drag to re-
adjust the size of the picture/image.  


 
Warning: If you do not resize the picture/image from the corner, it will distort the picture/image. 
 


c. Moving a Picture/Image: If you decide you want to change the layout of your document 
and you need to move a picture/image, you can do that in Publisher since the picture/ 
image is an object. To move a picture/image to a new location in your document, make 
sure the picture/image is selected. Then move your cursor to any of the picture/image 
borders until you get a 4-way arrow (     ). Holding down the left button on your mouse, 
you can drag the entire picture/image to the new location. 
 


ACTIVITY  
Now let’s try inserting a couple of pictures/images on a page from clip art and pictures on your 
computer (if available), and moving them around in relation to each other. Also try resizing the 
images by using corners vs. sides. 
 


d. Layering a Picture/Image: Publisher ships with more than 5,000 clip art images and 
photographs. As discussed earlier, you can insert any of these into your publication. 
However, for an even more dramatic and creative look, why not "layer" two or more 
images? 


If you place two images on top of each other, the second image you insert will obscure 
the first. However, you can achieve really eye-catching results by deciding which of the 
images should be on top. Like this... 


Here we have two graphics, an ambulance and an EMT with a 
patient, but the ambulance is partially obscuring the people, 
making the graphic unusable. 


What you need to do is to send 
the ambulance image to the back, 


so that the image with people can be on top. Select the 
ambulance image by clicking on it. Click on the "Bring to 
Front" located on the tool bar at the top of your screen. 
When you click on this icon, you will get a dropdown list. 
Depending on which image you have selected and where 
you want it to appear in the layer, will determine which of 
these options to choose. In this case since you selected the ambulance and you want it 
to be behind the image with the people, you would choose “Send Backward”. 
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And suddenly your graphic takes on a whole new clarity! 


Before       After 


   


 


 


 


Note: when you use the "Send to Back" or "Bring to Front" tools, the top graphic becomes 
"transparent" and does NOT totally obscure the graphic beneath it. 


There is another way to find the “Bring to Front” if the icon was not on your toolbar at 
the top of the screen. If you select one of the images and click with the right mouse 
button, you will get a popup menu. This menu is "context sensitive" meaning that it 
knows where you are, and what you are busy working on, and shows you commands 
which are relevant to the task at hand. 


For example, say you were to click on the image 
with the people, and then right click with your 
mouse. You would then get a popup menu of all of 
the options available for the image. If you wanted to 
bring the image with the people to the front of the 
layer, you would go to “Order” which would bring 
up the same options as the “Bring to Front” icon. 
In this case you would choose “Bring Forward” to 
layer the image with the people over the 
ambulance. 


Note: If you place a Text Box on top of a picture, it won´t automatically become transparent. In 
that case, to allow the picture behind to show through, press the Ctrl + T keys simultaneously or 
use the “Order” on the popup menu. 


e. Rotating Objects: You can also rotate images (as well as text boxes) by placing 
your cursor over the   (located at the top of your image) until you get a black circle 
around it. Then hold down the left mouse button and rotate the image any direction 
you need. 
 


f. Grouping/Ungrouping Objects: Often when you insert multiple objects (whether 
images and/or text boxes) you might want some of these objects to adjusted, moved, 
or rotated together as though it was one object. To do this, you would want to 
“Group” objects. 
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To group two or more objects: 
 Select one object by 


clicking on it. You would 
only need to click on the 
object once. When you 
want to select an object, 
you click on it and it will 
become selected with 
circles at the corners 
and center points. (see 
example to right) 
  


 While the first object is 
selected, hold down the 
“Ctrl” key on your 
keyboard and move your 
cursor over the other 
object you want to group 
and select it. When you 
have 2 or more objects 
selected, each object will 
have the circles at the 
corners and center 
points. (see example to right) 
At that time an icon should appear on your monitor that looks like two 
overlapping squares with dots outside of the squares. If you hover your cursor 
over that icon, it will say “Group Objects”. 
 


 If you click on the icon, all of the objects that had been selected will be 
“grouped” into one object 
that can later be 
ungrouped if needed. 
Also, each object will no 
longer have circles at the 
corners and center 
points—instead there will 
be one set. (see example 
to right)  
The icon will then change 
to two overlapping 
squares with dots at each corner. 
Once the objects are grouped, they can be adjusted, moved, or rotated 
together as though it was one object 
 


To ungroup two or more objects: 
 To ungroup objects, hover over the icon shown in the previous step and it will 


say “Ungroup Objects”. By clicking on it, the objects will be ungrouped and will 
no longer be editable as a single object. 
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g. Transparency: Sometimes you will find an image you want to use, but the background 
color is too dark or you do not want the image to have a background color. In these 
cases, you will want to make the background transparent. You can create a transparent 
area in most images, but not all. Select the picture that you want to create transparent 
areas in. On the Picture toolbar, click 
the Set Transparent Color icon (see 
image).    


Note: you will not be able to create a transparent area in all images. If this option it not available for an 
image, the icon will be grayed out. 


After you click the icon, your cursor will change shape to look like a little eyedropper. In 
the image, move your eyedropper cursor and click the area you want to make 
transparent. In the following example, we wanted to get rid of the black background to 
add text boxes around the transparent areas in the image. 


Before       After    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then you can put a text box in front of  
the image and make it part of the message.  
(see example on right) 
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h. Cropping Images: There are times when for the purposes of your publication, you need 
to crop an image. Publisher has some basic photo editing capabilities that allow you to 
crop an image to a rectangular or square shape. You will find the Crop icon located on 
the Picture toolbar. (see image). 
 


 First select the image you want 
to crop by clicking on it with your cursor. 
 


 Then move your cursor to the Picture toolbox and click on the Crop icon. 
After you click on the Crop icon the circles on the 
selected image will go away and there will be 
dark black lines around the image. (see example 
directly to right) 
If you put your cursor on one of the midpoint 
black lines, the cursor will look like a “T”. If you 
put your cursor on one of the corner black lines,  
the cursor will look like an “L”. 
 


 When you move your cursor to the corner or side 
you want to crop from, hold down the left button 
on your mouse and move in the direction you 
want to crop. You can crop from multiple 
directions. (see example directly to right) 
When you are done cropping an image, move 
your cursor outside of the image and click. The  
dark black lines will go away. 


 
Note: You can un-crop any image you have cropped using this method. If you want to remove the cropping 
on an image, just click on the image and then the Crop icon. Then move your cursor to the areas of the 
image you want to un-crop and holding down the left mouse button, drag it out, down, or up. 
 


i. Washing out an Image: There are times when you want a hint of an image so that it 
does not overpower your message. In these cases, you can use the “washout” option. 
 


 First select the image you want to washout by clicking on it with your cursor. 
 


 Then move your cursor to the 
Picture toolbox and click on the 
Format Picture icon. (see 
image). 


 


 After clicking on the icon, a Format Picture box will 
pop up. Go to the Picture tab and under Image control 
and change the Color from “Automatic” to 
“Washout”. Then click “OK”. (see example directly to 
right). 


 
Note: You can use these same steps to make an image grayscale or black&white 
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ACTIVITY  
Let’s try inserting two or more pictures/images on one page, and layering them.  
Then try rotating an image or Text Box. 
Try to group and then ungroup several objects. 
Find an image you can use transparency on and make an area transparent. 
EXTRA CREDIT: 
Crop the right side of an image 
Using the washout steps, convert an image to grayscale. 
 


8. Wrap Text: One of the really powerful 
features of Publisher is its ability to "wrap 
text" around another object. For example, if 
you have some text in a frame, and you 
wish to place a picture in the middle of it, 
Publisher allows you to do so – and simply 
moves the text aside to allow space for the 
graphic.  


 


 


Now watch what happens to the text 
when you insert a picture/image.  


 


 


 


 


You can see by the above example, the Text Box extends under the picture/image (denoted 
by red circles); however, the picture/image does not cover any of the text. Publisher 
automatically wraps the text around the picture/image. 


ACTIVITY  
Let’s wrap some text. Feel free to add whatever text you want and insert whatever picture 
you want. 
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9. AutoShapes: It is easy to insert ready-made shapes (auto 
shapes) into your document. Select the AutoShapes icon located 
on the ToolBox. As you do so, the toolbar expands to show you 
all the shapes from which you can choose.  


If you choose Lines you will get some basic line shapes to choose 
from. Once you have made your selection, the cross hairs will 
appear again. Click and drag on your document to "draw" the 
shape. 


ACTIVITY  
Let’s insert some AutoShapes in our document: draw a line or arrow, a block arrow, a callout 
As a bonus, add some text in the call out shape. 


10. Inserting a picture in an object: Publisher allows you to insert a picture in an AutoShape 
or a vector image*.   


 First insert the AutoShape or vector image you want 
to insert a picture into. 
 


 Then double left click the shape/image with your 
cursor and a Format AutoShape message box will  
Appear. (see example to right) 


 


 Go to the “Colors and Lines” tab and click on “Color” 
under the “Fill”. You will get a dropdown box that will 
have several options. Choose “Fill Effects …” and a 
new message box (called Fill Effects) will appear. 
 


 On the Fill Effects message box, go to the “Picture” tab and click on the “Select 
Picture…” button. At that time you can navigate to the location that has the picture you 
want to insert. Select the picture and then click on the “Insert” button.  


 


 After you click on the “Insert” button that box will go away and then you will have to 
click “OK” on the “Fill Effects” message box. That will take you to the “Format 
AutoShape” message box and then you should click “OK”.  Your shape will then have a 
picture in it. 


 
 
 
 
 


*Vector images are made up of many individual, scalable objects. These objects are defined by mathematical equations rather than 
pixels, so they always render at the highest quality. This means you can make a vector image as large or as small as you need and 
retain a high quality image. To learn more about vector images go to this link: 
http://graphicssoft.about.com/od/aboutgraphics/a/bitmapvector_2.htm 
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ACTIVITY  
Let’s insert a vector image of our state in our document and insert a picture in it. 
 


11. Printing: After inserting and formatting all of your text, images, and shapes you might be 
finished. When you are ready for a proof or your proof has been given the ok, you will need 
to print your document. Publisher has a few different options than Word for printing its 
documents.  


First you would click on “File” located on the toolbar at the top of your screen and then 
choose “Print…” After choosing “Print…”, you will get a message box.  (see image below) 


 


You should print out a copy of the document for proofing. To do that select the printer you 
want to print to and then select “Print”. 


When the document is final and you want to send out electronically or post on your website, 
you should convert it to a PDF document before sending or posting. If you do not have 
Adobe Acrobat Pro, then there is a freeware called “CutePDFWriter” that you can download 
at http://www.cutepdf.com/ . By converting your document to PDF people will not be able to 
change it. 
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Familiarity with 
the Content


 Data Collection
 Data Analysis
 Research
 Gathering the


Content


Goal


 The Message
 Audience
 Goals/Purpose
 How/Method
 Where/When
 Other Components


Organize the 
Content


 Which specific 
paragraphs or text?


 What content? -
Text, Images, Charts


 Focal Point?
 Word Doc Outline


T h e  D i s s e m i n a t i o n  P r o c e s s


Thumbnail 
Sketches of 


Layout


 Colors
 Shapes
 Placement
 Brainstorming of 


Ideas


Layout and
Design


(Publisher)


 Setup Margins
 Import Text 
 Create Objects
 Use the 4 Basic 


Design Principles


Disseminate!


 Printing
 Presentation
 Delivery


Introduction to 
Basic Designg
Patty Schmuhl
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What should we talk about?


• What is design?


• The design process


• Concepts and Tools• Concepts and Tools


• Learn the 4 basic principles of design


What is design?
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To Put it Simply…


Design is arranging objects on a page, 
mainly…


To Create…


For this Workshop…


• You’ve started your dissemination plan
• You’ve identified a “primary message”
• You’ve identified a target audience
• You have some content (data, text, 


charts, images, etc.)


Let’s put it all together!
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The Design Process


Simple Process


1. Learn the principles
2. Recognize when you’re not using them
3. Apply the process


It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 !


The Principles


Today we will go over 4 main principles and 
demonstrate those principles with 
examples in Microsoft Publisher


1. Proximity


2. Alignment


3. Repetition


4. Contrast
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The Principles


• You may be wondering why we are only 
talking about 4 main principles


• If you follow the four principles and your 
dissemination plan, most of the other 
concepts will just fall into place


• When you notice the appearance of other 
good practices you know you are on the 
right track 


But…
First, We 
Must Gain 
KnowledgeKnowledge


Familiarize Yourself 
With Design Concepts 
and Tools of the and Tools of the 
Trade
Good Stuff to Know…
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Recognizing a Few Concepts


Let’s review a few of the concepts that we 
will not be discussing in depth at this 
workshop…


We’d like you to be aware and familiar 
with the terms.


Design Concepts
• Focal Point &


Eye Flow
• Hierarchy
• White Space
• Balance
• Simplicity
• Unity
• Consistency
• Appropriateness


Focal Point
• Attracts attention and draws the reader in
• Elements with the strongest visual interest
• Guides reader through content


Use:
• One focal point per page
• Use photos, graphics, or letters
• Emphasize by size, color, placement, isolation, 


or movement.
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Example from “Design Talk Six Design Ideas,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0619


Example from “Design a wrap-around brochure,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0642


Hierarchy


• Organization 
• Prioritization
• Your Visual Guide


Use:
• Organize content from most important to 


least important
• Placement, type size and style, order of 


info on the page/size
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White Space


• Organization 
• Unifies
• Aids Eye Flow


Use:
• Organically shaped space that flows 


through and around the design is best
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Example from “Design a flyer that sells a product,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0681


Example from “Many from one,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0603


Fonts –
An Important ToolAn Important Tool
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How do fonts affect my design?


Fonts:
• Enhance readability
• Strengthen the design
• Communicate a message
• Reinforce themes
• Have a voice
• Are a powerful design tool


Selecting Fonts


• Become familiar with some basic terms
• Know how to best use fonts
• Where to get fonts
• How to install fonts
• Fonts and Microsoft Publisher
• Warnings & cautions


Serif and Sans-Serif


• A serif font has feet at the bottom 
of the font to guide the reader’s 
eyeeye.


• A sans serif does not have 
feet at the bottom of text.
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A few more terms
• Font - a complete character set, based on one style, of 


letters, numbers, punctuation, symbols, etc. 


• Font Family – a collection of fonts, i.e., Arial, Arial 
Bold, Arial Italic, Arial Bold Italic


Font Set Font Family


A few more terms


• TrueType – the font format developed by Apple 
and licensed to Microsoft to display fonts on a 
computer – the file extension “.ttf”


• OpenType – new digital font format that allows OpenType new digital font format that allows 
cross platform display (Mac/PC) and 
international support – the file extension “.otf” 


General Readability Guidelines
• For Print


– Use Sans Serif Fonts for 
Headings / Subheadings


– Use Serif Fonts for Main Body 
Text


• For Web
– Use Serif Fonts for Headings / 


Subheadings


– Use Sans Serif Fonts for Main 
Body Text


• For Presentations (PowerPoint)


– Similar to Web – mostly Sans 
Serif
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Where can I get fonts?


• Free
– www.dafont.com
– www.searchfreefonts.com


www 1001fonts com– www.1001fonts.com
– www.fonts101.com
– fonts.goldenweb.it/index.php?l=en


• Relatively Inexpensive
– www.myfonts.com


Installing Fonts on a PC


• Download the font file (usually a “.ttf” or 
a “.otf”)


• See handout 
L t’  T  It! ( h t d )– Let’s Try It! (short demo)


Fonts and Microsoft Publisher


• Fonts are external to the original 
program you created them in (true for 
99% of all software programs)


What does that mean?– What does that mean?
• If you email a “cool” publisher file you’ve made 


to a friend or colleague the file may not display 
correctly because they don’t have a font installed 
that you used. Publisher will try to “substitute a 
font” – but it will most likely “mess-up” your 
layout.
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Fonts and Microsoft Publisher


• Best way to send a design to 
someone else is to print it to a PDF 
file.
– Don’t have a way to print PDF files??


•Could use CutePDF Writer (Intro to 
Publisher Presentation)


– Doesn’t display “transparency” in images 
correctly


Warnings & Cautions!


• Resist the temptation to “go crazy” with 
fonts. Use the 4 Principles you will be 
learning as your guide.


• Try to only use 2-3 different fonts per 
publication


• Avoid cutesy, curly, or difficult-to-read 
fonts


83% of children are injured as a 
result of a motor vehicle


83% of children are injured as a result of a 
motor vehicle collision.


FONT VOICE:


result of a motor vehicle 
collision.


83% of children are injured as a result 


of a motor vehicle collision.
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Warnings & Cautions!


• Remember fonts communicate a message


• The “Comic Sans” Syndrome


bancomicsans.com


Remember!


• Using different-sized fonts, 
bold, color, and italics from
the same font family can 
be effective! 


• Using two very different fonts to demonstrate 
contrast (one of the 4 principles) is also very 
effective.


To Re-cap…


Fonts:
• Enhance readability
• Strengthen the design


Your report had so 
many fonts in it I 
thought it was a 
ransom note!


• Communicate a 
message


• Reinforce themes
• Are a powerful design tool


Idea from www.CartoonStock.com
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COLOR
Another Tool


Basic Tips on Using Color


• Be careful not to go overboard: 
2-3 colors good enough


• A color “scheme” should be thought thru


• Study color theory


Don’t have to re-invent the wheel!


Good site: kuler.adobe.com
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Basic Tips on Using Color


• Important to Know the Difference:


– CMY (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and a 
Key color = Black) – use for printed 


j t  i ll  f i ll  i t d projects; especially professionally printed 
projects.


– RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) – use for 
anything to be viewed on a screen.


Keeping good ideas 
around…around…
Another Tool


Make an 
Idea File !
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What’s in the Idea File


• Collection of books, magazines, brochures, 
posters, any item that grabbed your attention 
and that you think is well designed – keep them 
in a file


• Attach notes on what you liked


• Browse your file when you see a good idea… 
follow the concept


• Look for the 4 Principles


“Robin Williams Design Workshop,” Second Edition, Robin Williams & John Tollett


Learn the 4 Basic 
Principles of DesignPrinciples of Design


The Principles


Let’s do it!


1. Proximity


2  Alignment2. Alignment


3. Repetition


4. Contrast
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About fonts 


Resources 


Developing fonts 


Typography Home


Overview


TrueType


ClearType


FAQs


Fonts and products


Links, news & contacts


News archive


Registered vendor list


Font foundry list


Events


Free font tools


Overview


Specifications


Articles


Tools & SDKs


Communities


About fonts


Installing TrueType fonts on Windows XP 
To add a new font to your computer:  


1. From the 'Start' menu select 'Control Panel', then select the 'Appearance and Themes' 
category.  


2. Select 'Fonts' from the 'See Also' panel at the left of this screen.  


3. On the 'File' menu, select 'Install New Font...'  


4. Click the drive and folder that contain the fonts you want to add.  


5. To select more than one font to add, press and hold down the CTRL key, click the fonts 
you want, then click on 'OK'.  


Last updated 3 April 2002. 


 Printer-Friendly Version  Send This Page  Add to Favorites


Manage Your Profile  | Contact Microsoft Typography


© 2009 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Contact Us | Terms of Use | Trademarks | Privacy Statement


Submit


Page 1 of 2Microsoft Typography - Installing TrueType fonts on Windows XP


4/29/2009http://www.microsoft.com/typography/truetypeinstallxp.mspx
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The Principles


1. Proximity


2. Alignment


3  R i i3. Repetition


4. Contrast


Overview


• Define proximity principle
• Review examples 
• Demonstration in Microsoft Publisher


d  • Hands-on practice


What is Proximity?


• Organize document 
– related items are placed near each 


other (in close proximity) 
– unrelated items are separated u elated te s a e sepa ated 


• Allows reader to perceive the 
related items as one cohesive 
element
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Review Examples to 
Illustrate Proximityy


What do we assume about 
the list of flowers? Why?


Proximity principle


Physical Placement


•Group related items 
•Separate unrelated items


• How many separate 
elements are there?


• Where is your eye first 


Business Card Example


drawn?  Then where?


• Ideas to apply proximity 
principle
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• Two groups/sections
– Name elements
– Contact information


• Organization allows the 
d t  i t  card to communicate 


message efficiently
– Clear focal point
– Information flows


Logically Group Items


• Organize content from 
dissemination plan
– Logically group related items
– Identify items to emphasize


• Example has distinct groups 
with categories identified


• Does this example follow the 
proximity principle?


Physically Separate Groups


• White space is used effectively


• Organization is expressed 
visually


• Final result is easier to read
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Example
• Is proximity principle followed? 


– What is the message of the flyer?
– Too much information that 


doesn’t flow


• Proximity principley p p
– Organize content by grouping 


related items and separate 
unrelated groups


– How could we group the content?


Organize Flyer
• Identify 3 groups/sections


– Club name and flyer title
– Three individual readings:


Title, date/time, description


– Location and cost 
information


• Ideas to organize these 3 
groups?


• Is message clear?
• Three Groups


– Titles 
– Reading events formatted 


consistently
• Emphasized title and date/time


New Layout


• Emphasized title and date/time


– Location/cost information 
visually separated 


• Proximity principle
– Information flows effectively
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• Focal point
• Sections/groups
• White space


– Same amount of white 
space used to separate 
each sentence


– Microsoft Word 
document with double 
spacing


Example from “Many from one,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0603
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“Design a multi-purpose flier,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0630


“How to design small calendars,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0610


Summary of Proximity
• Use 


– Organize your layout by logically grouping related items
– Use white space to create distinct groups/sections and 


separate unrelated items


• Avoid
Filli g th  ti  g  ith t t  th t th  i   hit  – Filling the entire page with content so that there is no white 
space


– Too many separate groups/sections (typically, want 3-5)
– Placing unrelated items/groups physically close together
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Questions  


Demonstration in 
Microsoft Publisher


Recall Previous Example
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Basic Principles of 
Design and Microsoft 
Publisher:
ALIGNMENT
Craig Hemingway


The Principles


1. Proximity


2. Alignment


3  R i i3. Repetition


4. Contrast
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Overview


• Define alignment
• Review examples 
• Demonstration in Microsoft 


PublisherPublisher
• Hands-on practice


What is Alignment?


“Nothing should be placed 
on the page arbitrarily. 
Every item should have a y
visual connection with 
something else on the 
page.” 


“The Non-Designer’s Design Book,” Third Edition – Robin Williams
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What is Alignment?


• Forces you to be conscious – no more 
throwing things on the page here and 
there


It   “ lig d”  th t th  d ig  i  • Items are “aligned” so that the design is 
a strong cohesive unit


• An invisible line connects the elements 
on your page - in your mind and your 
eyes


Review Examples to 
Illustrate Alignmentg


• Nice arrangement – due 
to proximity


• There is a “centered” 


Business Card Example


alignment 


• However, you do not 
see the strength of the 
line – soft edges
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• Same logical grouping


• It is “right-aligned”


• The strength of this 


Business Card Example


The strength of this 
edge is what gives 
strength to the layout


Center Alignments


• Should you center everything?
– Common for beginners
– Feels safe and comfortable


• Creates a formal look – can start looking dull• Creates a formal look – can start looking dull


• Should only be used when you’ve made a 
conscious design decision


• Most of the best designs are not centered


Example
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Hold on…


• Not saying 
that you 
should never 
center center 
anything!! 


– Be conscious 
of the 
effect… 


Connection


• Make sure objects in your design are 
connected via strong lines


• Be careful when using multiple 
“alignments” – as the objects need
connection for unity


– Left, Center, Right, Justified


Multiple Alignments…


If you use multiple 
alignments, see 
that you connect 
them in some way


No Connection Visual Connection
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Multiple items on a page


No item is placed 
arbitrarily on a 
page. Every item 
has a visual 
connection


Experiment by drawing the lines…


Alignment with Images


• Avoiding trapped white space
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Find a strong line and use it.


• White space flows naturally…


Robin’s Rule:


You must know 
what the rule is 
before you can 
break it – it must 
be done 
consciously


Example from “Design a wrap-around brochure,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0642


Some Nice Examples
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Example from “Many from one,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0603


Example from Design Talk 3 Five Design Ideas,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0623


Example from “Distinctively Oriental,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0614
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Summary of Alignment
1. Nothing should be placed arbitrarily – every element 


needs to have a visual connection with 
another element = UNITY & ORGANIZATION


2. Be conscious of where you are placing elements – even 
if two items are far from each other


Avoid
– Items/Objects in your layout that have NO visual 


connection with another item/object
– Work hard to not always use a centered alignment; 


unless you want a formal/sedate presentation


Questions?
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Demonstration in 
Microsoft Publisher


Recall Previous Example


Your Turn!
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Exercise for Alignment
Use the principles of Proximity and 
Alignment to give this newsletter a 
stronger design
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Basic Principles of 
Design and Microsoft 
Publisher: 
REPETION 


Andrea Genovesi


The Principles


1. Proximity


2. Alignment


3  R i i3. Repetition


4. Contrast
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Overview


• Define repetition
• Review examples 
• Hands-on practice


rep e ti tion [rep-i-tish-uh n]


• noun
– the act of repeating; repeated action, 


performance, production, or presentation


– a reproduction, copy, or replica


Definition taken from: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/repetition
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Repetition


Repeat the same element of design 
throughout the piece.


Examples:
– Bold Font
– Thick Rule/Line
– Certain Bullet Type or Theme
– Color
– Shape


Examples:


Examples:
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Repetition: The Basic Purpose


• Can be thought of as being consistent


• Gives visual clues


I   i  ff t t  if  ll t• Is a conscious effort to unify all parts
– Fact Sheet
– Grant
– Newsletter
– Website
– Presentation


Repetition: Why use it?


• By using repetition you make your piece 
– more visually interesting & 
– more visually organized


• Sense of professionalism• Sense of professionalism


• It gives the reader the impression that 
someone is in charge


Repetition: Application


• Take advantage of the elements you are 
using:
– If the body of your document is 12 point font and your 


headers are bold, make the headers 14 or 16 point 
font along with being bold


– If you have an image in your document, you can 
mimic its shape in the bullets


• Just find an element you like and play with 
it!
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Repetition: Application


Sometimes the suggestion of a repeated element can get 
the same results 


– Try including just a portion of the element


– Use it a different way


Repetition


What elements are 
repeated?


What did work?What did work?


What didn’t work?
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Example from “Many from one,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0603


Some Nice Examples


Example from “How to use that typeface,” Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0677
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Now it’s your 
turn…


Example from “How to use that typeface,” 
Before&After, www.bamagazine.com, #0677


Repetition: Business Card Example


When you get to the end 
of the information on the 
card, does your eye just 
wander off the card?


Now where does your 
eye go when you get to 
the end of the card?


Every Day Repetition
Business card activity
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Summary of Repetition
1. Repetition unifies and strengthens a piece.


2. Be conscious of repetition and take it further.


Avoid
• Using repetition too much - Too much of a good thing


– Annoying


– Overwhelming


– Unprofessional


Activities: Application 
& Practice


Activity 1: repetitionExercise01
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Activity 2: repetitionExercise
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Basic Principles of 
Design and Microsoft 
Publisher:


CONTRAST
Patty Schmuhl


The Principles


1. Proximity


2. Alignment


3  R i i3. Repetition


4. Contrast
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Overview


• Define contrast
• Review examples 
• Demonstration in Microsoft 


PublisherPublisher
• Hands-on practice


What is 
CONTRAST ?CONTRAST ?


Let’s Look at some examples…
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• Logical grouping -
Proximity


• Strong edge - Alignment


Business Card Example


• Similar Font & Color -
Repetition


• Not much contrast


• Proximity


• Alignment


• Repetition, and


Business Card Example


• CONTRAST!


What changed??


1. Addition of COLOR


2. White text over blue background
3. Used bold and italic fonts


4. Added an image 
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What is Contrast?


“To set in opposition in order to 
show or emphasize differences.” 


• An effective way to:
– add visual interest to your design,
– show organization, and
– catch the reader’s eye


Effective Contrast


• To be effective the contrast 
must be STRONG.
– If it is sort of different than the f ff


principle is not working!


DON’T BE A WIMP!


A Few Tips
• Be Bold! EMPHASIZE the most important 


item on the page


• Look at your font choices


• Try using an alignment other than “centered” 
(Alignment)


• Use space – logical groups (Proximity)


• Find elements you can repeat (Repetition)


• Add Contrast (Contrast = DIFFERENCE)
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Example


Example


Can you use too much contrast?
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Can you use too little contrast?
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The Bottom Line


• Too Much Contrast – Cheapens the 
Design, Unprofessional, Hard to Read
– Too Much Emphasis


Too Much Color– Too Much Color
– Too Many Focal Points


• Too Little Contrast – Boring, Dull, 
Uninteresting, Hard to Read


Good ways to use
CONTRASTCONTRAST
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Use textual differences


Use repetition as contrast


• Use simple elements for contrast and 
repeat the contrast on common elements:
– Page Numbers
– BulletsBullets
– Headlines / Subheads
– Rules
– Spacing


• Keep in mind it must be different enough… 
not sort of different!


Wimpy or Bold Contrast?
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Some Nice Examples


Example


Example
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In Summary


1. Our eyes like contrast
2. For contrast to be effective the two elements/objects 


on the layout must NOT be similar they must be very  
different


3. Create interest on the page
4. Add organization – reader instantly understands the 


way the information is organized


DON’T BE A WIMP!


Questions???


Demonstration in 
Microsoft Publisher
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Recall Previous Example


Your Turn!


Exercise for Contrast
Use the principles of Contrast to 
give this fact sheet a new look!


Leave the layout alone –
JUST ADD CONTRAST


Make it 
interesting and 
engaging!


Watch out or you might find 
yourself using all 4 Basic Design 
Principles!
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Organizing Content 
and Thumbnail 
Sk t hSketches
Patty Schmuhl


Familiarity with 
the Content


 Data Collection
 Data Analysis
 Research
 Gathering the


Content


Goal


 The Message
 Audience
 Goals/Purpose
 How/Method
 Where/When
 Other Components


Organize the 
Content


 Which specific 
paragraphs or text?


 What content? -
Text, Images, Charts


 Focal Point?
 Word Doc Outline


T h e  D i s s e m i n a t i o n  P r o c e s s


Thumbnail 
Sketches of 


Layout


 Colors
 Shapes
 Placement
 Brainstorming of 


Ideas


Layout and
Design


(Publisher)


 Setup Margins
 Import Text 
 Create Objects
 Use the 4 Basic 


Design Principles


Disseminate!


 Printing
 Presentation
 Delivery
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Organizing 
Content – HUH?
Don’t Stop Me 
Now!
• Important 


Step!
–Avoid, “I’m 
excited about 
designing let 
me jump in 
and start 
working…”


Take the Time to Step Back


• Review your dissemination plan


• What is your primary message or concept? 
Have you narrowed it down to one?


• What content or data do I have that 
supports my primary message? Which 
portions are the most important to 
mention?


Best Designs / Projects


Simplify to the most 
important p
information…
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Challenge


• Go thru all the material you brought and 
narrow it down to the most important 
text, objects, graphs, etc. that you’d like 
to useto use.


• Think about what words or images will be 
your focal point – and why? Does it match 
your message?


Helpful idea…


• Paste all your important pieces of 
information into a word document 


• Organize the information in logical groups 
(Proximity)


• Decide the hierarchy of the information
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This may seem like a bother but it works!


The Exercise:


Take time now to 
organize your 


content!


Familiarity with 
the Content


 Data Collection
 Data Analysis
 Research
 Gathering the


Content


Goal


 The Message
 Audience
 Goals/Purpose
 How/Method
 Where/When
 Other Components


Organize the 
Content


 Which specific 
paragraphs or text?


 What content? -
Text, Images, Charts


 Focal Point?
 Word Doc Outline


T h e  D i s s e m i n a t i o n  P r o c e s s


Thumbnail 
Sketches of 


Layout


 Colors
 Shapes
 Placement
 Brainstorming of 


Ideas


Layout and
Design


(Publisher)


 Setup Margins
 Import Text 
 Create Objects
 Use the 4 Basic 


Design Principles


Disseminate!


 Printing
 Presentation
 Delivery


He who re-invents the wheel 
will likely design a square wheel 
and spend a year trying to p   y  y g  
figure out why it doesn't 
work properly. 


- Shlomi Fish
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“Practice safe design: Use a concept.” — Petrula Vrontikis 


• Use your “idea file” 
or some really good
books on design –
look for layouts thatlook for layouts that
you like


• Take the ideas and concepts from the 
layouts you like and sketch some 
thumbnails… (3 or 4 different versions)


You don’t have to be an artist to do this!


Choose the Best Thumbnail Concept


1. Share your 
concepts with 
others.


2 Select the one 2. Select the one 
that you think will 
work best.


3. Think of color 
schemes.
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From Thumbnail to Publisher


Image


Use your thumbnail as your road map:
1. Create the “page size” for the project.
2. Set the “alignment guides.”
3. Create your objects.


Image


Text Box


Auto Shape


The Exercise:


Take time to look at 
some books for ideas some books for ideas 


for your design.


Familiarity with 
the Content


 Data Collection
 Data Analysis
 Research
 Gathering the


Content


Goal


 The Message
 Audience
 Goals/Purpose
 How/Method
 Where/When
 Other Components


Organize the 
Content


 Which specific 
paragraphs or text?


 What content? -
Text, Images, Charts


 Focal Point?
 Word Doc Outline


T h e  D i s s e m i n a t i o n  P r o c e s s


Thumbnail 
Sketches of 


Layout


 Colors
 Shapes
 Placement
 Brainstorming of 


Ideas


Disseminate!


 Printing
 Presentation
 Delivery


We Made It!


Layout and
Design


(Publisher)


 Setup Margins
 Import Text 
 Create Objects
 Use the 4 Basic 


Design Principles
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Questions?
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Notes: 
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Communicating 
Numbers EffectivelyNumbers Effectively
Angie Webster


Overview
• Goal of Displaying Data
• Tables
• Pie Charts


- Demonstration


• Bar Charts
- Demonstration
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Goal


Communicate message by visually 
displaying results that are clear, accurate, 
and concise


Displaying Data


• Tables


• Charts/Graphs
– Pie and Bar Charts today
– Many other charts/graphs not covered today


Tables
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Tables


• When to use 
– Starting point for chart
– Know your data and audience


• Guidelines
– Label the variables (columns/rows)
– Sort by the most meaningful variable
– Include only the necessary elements


Example


Staff 
Classification


Percent
of Agencies


Paid 64%


Volunteer 25%


• State of Utopia 
surveyed all 171 of 
their EMS agencies


• Ideas on messages we could 
communicate from this table?


Volunteer 25%


Combination 11%


Example


• State of Utopia 
surveyed all 171 of 
their EMS agencies 


Highest 
Level of 
Certification


Percent of 
Agencies


ALS 76%


• Ideas on messages we could 
communicate from this table?


ILS 16%


BLS 8%
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Charts


Charts


• When to use
– To highlight key results
– To break up the text and provide variety


• General Guidelines
– Know your data and audience
– Be accurate and clear 
– Use 2D charts (keep it simple)


• Pie charts and bar charts today


Pie Chart


• When to use
– Summarizing one categorical variable
– Example: multiple choice question 


• Guidelines
– Display 3-6 categories 
– Data must sum to a meaningful total (e.g., 


percentage breakdown must sum to 100%)
– Do not over use
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Example


Agency Staff Percent of 


Agency Staff Classification


Surveyed all 171 EMS agencies in the State of Utopia 


g y
Classification Agencies


Paid 64%


Volunteer 25%


Combination 11%


Demonstration


Creating a Pie Chart for
Utopia’s Fact Sheet


Utopia’s Fact Sheet


• Audience: general 
public during EMS 
week
Microsoft Excel• Microsoft Excel
– Create pie chart


• Microsoft Publisher
– Insert pie chart into 


Utopia’s fact sheet
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Bar Charts


Bar Chart


• When to use
– Categorical variable
– Counts, percentages, rates


G id li• Guidelines
– Clear labels/legends 
– Sort the categories in meaningful way
– Keep gridlines faint if used at all


Example Bar Chart of Counts 
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76%


90%


100%


Example Bar Chart of Percentages


Highest Level 
of Certification


Percent of 
Agencies


ALS 76%


Surveyed all 171 EMS agencies in the State of Utopia 


76%


16%


8%


0%


10%


20%


30%


40%


50%


60%


70%


80%


Advanced Level
Services


Intermediate Level
Services


Basic Level Services


Highest Level of 
Certification


ALS 76%
ILS 16%
BLS 8%


Demonstration


Creating a Bar Chart for
Utopia’s Fact Sheet


Utopia’s Fact Sheet


• Audience: general 
public during EMS 
week
Microsoft Excel• Microsoft Excel
– Create bar chart


• Microsoft Publisher
– Insert bar chart into 


Utopia’s fact sheet
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Questions
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Notes: 
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